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About This Game

A unique adventure game full of exploratory expeditions to the various underground worlds on different planets.

Travel with your Minaur through the game universe, discover new worlds, their unique environment and inhabitants. Lead your
Minaur safely through underworlds to gain knowledge and collect The Mighty Resource. Complete various quests, develop your
character, collect loot from various animals, and rescue your trapped mates. Reunite the Minaur Nation and become a legend!

It all depends on your in game decisions. The game has a nonlinear progress unique to each player.

Enjoy a blend of adventure, action and logical game with RPG elements.

Experience the atmosphere of unknown worlds, underlined by detailed graphic and sound design.

Discover hundreds of unique locations with living interactive environments, various animals and many hidden
surprises. Get all 147 available knowledge hints.

Take advantage of the environment and specific animal behaviour in your favor.

Learn, upgrade and use up to 28 special abilities.

Try to complete all 57 special Challenges and gain up to 20 Advantages, that enhance
different attributes of your Minaur.
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Avoid the fulfillment of the 14 Failures, that reveal your Weaknesses.

Gain up to 72 different Achievements and compete with other players.

The game is fully localized in 8 languages (English, German, Czech, Russian,
French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian).
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Title: Minaurs
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
IIIDA Interactive
Publisher:
IIIDA Interactive
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Portuguese,Russian
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Distracted from this novel, just a few minutes to write a review. I did not play much until it was enough, but it was enough to
experience emotions already. Interestingly, the game is based on real events or is it an invention?. Spoiler Free Review:
I thought I'd write up a quick review since this is one of those few good early access games, none of that broken buggy mess
junk.

Interesting narrative, beautiful visuals.
The combat animation can sometimes look lackluster, alot of puppet animation, which really detracts from a beautiful game.
The soundtrack, is also, incredibly boring. I've just completed the first chapter, and I can't even recall a single track.
Despite this, the game is amazing. Gameplay can be interesting and draw you in, and the lore is really appealing. Although, the
game is only early access, and it is quite short at the moment, having taken 3 hours to complete the game (while taking my
time). I personally have a strong disliking of most early access games, as I'm always far too worried about getting a product that
is not completed.
However, if you can get this game on sale, the current game is a worthwhile experience. Although, if anime visuals aren't really
your thing, don't let that detract you from the game.

By the way, Devs, can you set up an exit button please? Also, the walking/running pace is god awfully slow. I feel the running
speed should be that of the base walking speed.

It's nice to play a unique game, with an interesting story, and appealing gameplay. It'd be really nice if the core was featured for
a longer period of time.
. i just cant enjoy it, the game's good, but it has so many problems:
-when i try fullscreen, the game glitches and i cant see it, when i try to get it back to windowed, the same happens but in a
window
-control presets?!!! what the f*ck, this is not a modern console game
-the presets are horrible, who the hell plays pc side scrollers with A to shoot and S to jump, a normal f*cking person would use
Z to jump and X to shoot
-it doesnt support generic direct input controllers, i can use ONE F*CKING BUTTON AND ITS l2 AS START

i wont give it a proper review (i would like to) until this problems are adresed. Flashback is a remake of an old time classic.
Sadly, I can't recommend this. And it's not because I'm a fan of the original who's hating on new things which are introduced in
this remake. The new controls system and levelups are fine with me. But what really bugs me about this remake is it's technical
side, the game graphics are blurry, the gameplay is bugged. I stopped after 30th attempt at finishing stealth mission. The stealth
executions just don't work, Conrad just does his takedown animation and the enemy just keeps going. I can't understand how
they allowed this bug into the game.

Pros:
- Nostalgia
- Responsive controls
- Interesting story
- Fast-paced gameplay

Cons:
- Bugs
- Blurry graphics
- Mediocre voice acting

I'd say buy this after sometime when the bugs would be fixed, but it's 4 years after release and they're still here.. Very fun game
once you figure out what you are supposed to be doing. Sometimes you get stuck from going foreward which can be
aggravating. It can still be fun.. I'd like to warn that there are some pretty graphic and disturbing imagery in this game, some of
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it live footage. I did not appreciate being shown this without being warned of it before purchasing and playing this game, and I
would strongly urge the developer to put a warning label visibly in the description.

I was hoping for something along the lines of The Stanley Parable, which I'm sure was a big inspiration for this game. What I
actually got was a pretty badly designed game with extremely awkward controls (the crosshair\/dot is not static in the middle and
moves to the edge of the screen, which makes it near impossible to select and click on things), a computer voiced narrator, and a
story pretending to be clever like Stanley, but missing the mark entirely.

Would not recommend, even if it was free.. Cardboard zombies can still startle you when they sneak up from behind and get in
your face!

Gunplay feels good and gameplay is fun.
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The only way to get your friends to hate you. :). This is one of the best idle games I've played. It combines an idle game with a
legitimately good arcade space shooter. Highly recommended.. I have 3 of 4 of these LMS P3 coaches and all of them are well
detailed. Some, not all, of the brake vans \/ GUV's have opening doors showing internal detail and parcels during station stops,
for some reason that is not mentioned in the blurb.
Hey Matrix.....how about reaskinning the non pasenger vehicles in to BR Blue with Parcels, Express Parcels and newspapers
branding? They would have to be VERY dirty as this stock never went through the washplant. Most were used right untill the
end of newspaper trains in the 80's \/ 90's.. comfy illustrations of everyday life scenarios in wkwkland. it's coupled with really
nice music too which makes it really enjoyble to look at the illusts and imagine how the characters interacted with each otherand
just how life happened in general there. it's still quite relatable to me as well even though i was born and raised in an extremely
urban region instead of the countryside.

this stuff is comfy and i love comfy stuff. so its perfect for me <3

10/10 i am getting the heckin dlc now lmao. So far so good. very relaxing game. still a bit buggy here and there but it is early
access after all. I find myself playing for much longer than intended. Earning renown takes far too long. I've always been a fan
of NASA, space and beyond. Even when I was a little child I attended a NASA Space camp and that is what urged me to try this
out and I must say so far I am impressed with what it is and have high hopes for what it will become.

Fluid movement and controls (except for a problem with turning in Linux which hopefully should be fixed soon). A decent
score to listen to and more. Plus in colaberation with NASA they plan to add 50 or so more activities\/quests.

Definatly worth a try!
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